If you like: Diary of a Wimpy Kid by Jeff Kinney
Not all books are for all readers; please choose your books with care

The Creeper Diaries: Mob School Survivor by Greyson Mann
Gerald, a pacifist creeper, starts his first year of Mob School and realizes that
every other monster is willing to do whatever it takes to get power - and the
skeletons, in particular, have it out for him. How can he use his brains, rather than
his blasts, to get ahead?

Dork diaries 1 : tales from a not-so-fabulous life by Rachel Renee Russell.
Fourteen-year-old Nikki Maxwell writes in her diary of her struggle to be popular at her
exclusive new private school, and of finding her place after she gives up on being part
of the popular group.

Middle school, the worst years of my life by James Patterson and Chris Tebbetts ;
illustrated by Laura Park.
When Rafe Khatchadorian enters middle school, he teams up with his best friend,
"Leo the Silent," to create a game to make school more fun by trying to break
every rule in the school's code of conduct.

Jacky Ha-Ha b
 y James Patterson and Chris Grabenstein ; illustrated by Kerascoet.
Twelve-year-old Jacky "Ha-Ha" Hart is a class clown with a penchant for pranking--and
when she's required to act in the school play to appease her frustrated teachers, she
must conquer her stutter.

Big Nate on a roll by Lincoln Peirce.
Middle-schooler Nate Wright must compete with a new rival, the "perfect" Artur, for
the grand prize of a customized skateboard in their scout troop contest.

The misadventures of Max Crumbly: Locker hero by Rachel Renée Russell.
Questioning his resolve to attend public school after being homeschooled when he is
targeted by a bully, Max aspires to become like his favorite comic book heroes and
finds an unexpected opportunity to be the hero his middle school needs.

The strange case of Origami Yoda by Tom Angleberger.
Sixth-grader Tommy and his friends describe their interactions with a paper finger
puppet of Yoda, worn by their weird classmate Dwight, as they try to figure out
whether or not the puppet can really predict the future. Includes instructions for
making Origami Yoda.

Roller girl by Victoria Jamieson
Twelve-year-old Astrid discovers roller derby just as she and her best friend, Nicole,
begin growing apart. Now Astrid must learn who she is--and how to be a Roller
Girl--without Nicole.

